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As longtime Bay Area sports enthusiasts, some of us fondly recall listening to the late famed announcer Bill
King, who announced play by play for the Oakland Raiders, Oakland Athletics and Golden State Warriors
games with such great passion and visual fury that we didn’t need to see the game live to feel as if we were
sitting right there in front row seats, smelling the freshly cut lawn (except for Warrior games in which case
we had really BAD seats!) and hearing shouts of “peanuts” and “cold beer.” In fact, I even recall that most
fans at those games had their radios glued to their ears, certain not to miss a second of King’s dramatic
play-by-play commentary, as if just watching the game itself simply wasn’t enough. King frequently used
the phrase HOLY TOLEDO to describe exceptional plays or feats. King left us in 2005, but he also left a
permanent place in the Broadcasting Hall of Fame, along side of Saint Louis’s very own Jack Buck. Bill was
named one of the top 3 sports announcers in professional sports history, paving a path and style for future
announcers to come. He was known in the sports world as a true Renaissance Man, and he leaves behind
an enduring legacy. Baseball great and Hall of Famer Joe Morgan said this of Bill King, “Bill King, in my
mind was truly a man for all seasons,” “Because he taught me how to listen to Warriors basketball, A’s
baseball and the Oakland Raiders.” Here’s a quick tribute to Bill King that is well worth the visit:
-- Hitting the Books: "Holy Toledo: Lessons from Bill King, Renaissance Man of the Mic"
On the subject of Renaissance Men, we see an absolute parallel of Bill King and Sports to our friend and
mentor Ted Butler and Silver. Ted is a former top tier commodities trader, a family man, and a man who
is as passionate about silver as Bill King was about sports. Ted covers all seasons and all angles of the
silver market, leaving not a single stone unturned.
Ted’s conviction to pursue honesty and
transparency in the commodities markets, specifically precious metals, is like no other. And like Joe
Morgan’s simple words, Ted teaches us how to listen to the markets. Ted may not be as dynamic or
flamboyant as Bill King was, but his play-by-play of market details, movement and insight is undeniably
Hall of Fame material. Ted has become The World’s humble guidepost and benchmark for all things
silver.
His discovery of metals manipulation decades ago has now become mainstream common
knowledge, only to be shunned by the corrupt few that have the stranglehold on the manipulation. But
strangleholds don’t last forever, nor does blatant market corruption. Today, because of Ted’s efforts,
there are more eager beavers than ever, loosening the dirt within the damn dam, and the floodgates
will soon break open without warning, and when that happens you might just hear Ted shout a profound
Holy Toledo that will make Bill King’s version sound like a whimper.

At All Engelhard, we pride ourselves in being strictly an information only website. We don’t endorse or
advertise the business interests of others. However, we just cannot NOT endorse Ted Butler. Ted has
remained perhaps the single most important and significant voice in the precious metals market since our
awakening to the economic truths of this world. His research and words of wisdom directly influence the
economic reality of us all on many levels. Many of us are long-time subscribers to Ted’s newsletter service,
and we can’t imagine navigating the craziness without his technical assessments and reassuring words.
Ted brings levity to our current market and reveals an unparalleled understanding as to why things remain
the way they are, often with a bit of brilliant sarcasm, which we love! You can review Ted’s past writings,
philosophy and services for yourself at www.butlerresearch.com.
Our thanks also go out to Ted’s friend Ed Steer, who provides a daily newsletter service with a
comprehensive market pulse and related news. It’s hard to imagine a morning cup of Joe without Ed’s
daily newsletter on our screens. As many of you know, Ed and Ted work closely together, and Ed is a
devoted
messenger
of
Ted’s
message
to
the
masses.
Ed
Steer’s
website
is
w w w . edsteergoldandsilver.com, another link that would serve well at the very top of your bookmarks.
Ted and Ed, if you are reading this, we thank you BOTH immensely for your relentless commitment and
contribution to the pursuit of truth and fairness in the precious metals market. We also remain grateful to
you both for your interest and support in what we l o v e t o do at All Engelhard. Collectible bullion
continues to dramatically detach itself from spot price correlation in a very numismatic way. All of
us silver bugs diversify into generic silver as well, so market understanding, trust and transparency remain
high priority for us. We are all in this together, and we eagerly look forward to joining you in trumpeting a
jubilant HOLY TOLEDO very, very soon!

Until next time,
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